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Many tensors in physics: relativistic form factors, space-time curvature, elasticity...
Here, we focus on multi-indices objects that can be used to: 
1. Rewrite the partition functions or transfer matrices of lattice gauge theory models
For refs. see: YM, J. Unmuth-Yockey, R. Sakai, Reviews of Modern Physics 94 (2022)

2. Provide compact ways to represent entangled quantum states. Important examples: 
Matrix Product States      and     Matrix Product Operators      For refs. see 

I. Cirac et al. 
RMP 93 (2021)

Tensor Lattice Field Theory (TLFT) 
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I. Cirac et al. 
RMP 93 (2021)

Tensor assembly in 2+1 D 
Gauss’s law automatically enforced

“Lasagna”  transfer matrix



Tensor methods for quantum computing 

• Quantum computing requires complete discretizations
• Known lattice methods are used for space discretization
• Discretization of path-integrals by character expansions:

• Are known, “hard integrals” are done (Bessel, Maxwell, …)
• Provide symmetry compatible truncations

• Tensors are local and provide local effective theories
• For gauge theories, gauge invariance is manifest
• Isolate the building blocks of quantum algorithms
• Classical algorithms can be used for state preparation 
• Tensor network approximations (MPS, PEPS, ..) provide

efficient quantum state tomography 
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Interdisciplinary effort (HEP, NP and CM) 



Long term Physics Goals: QCD calculations
Lagrangian methods (numerical coarse graining): 
• Validation using existing Monte Carlo results (spectroscopy, form factors)
• Higher accuracy at larger volume (computing time goes like log(V))?
• Finite density calculations for the QCD phase diagram
Hamiltonian methods (smoothly connected to Lagrangian methods)
• Real-time evolution 
• Connection with digital and analog quantum computing
• Jet physics: hybrid QuPythia algorithms?
• Out of equilibrium processes
Time scale: 5-10 years with enough practitioners? 
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Our roadmap: the “Kogut ladder”

RMP 1979 RMP 2022 10



Coarse Graining: TRG, 
HOTRG, ATRG, … 
• Do not rely on statistical sampling (classic, deterministic)
• Deal well with sign problems
• Resource intensive (polynomials with large powers)
• Most lattice field theory models can be reformulated using 

Tensor Lattice Field Theory
• Current numerical implementations in 1+1 and 2+1 dimensions 

involve: spin and gauge models with Abelian and non-Abelian 
symmetries,  scalar theories, staggered and Wilson fermions, 
supersymmetric models

• Not currently feasible for complex theories in 3+1 dimensions
• For refs. see: YM, J. Unmuth-Yockey, R. Sakai, Reviews of Modern 
Physics 94 (2022)
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Applications to studies of 
quantum simulators (QuEra)



Software and resources  needed 
• Tensor libraries with:

• Reshaping the tensor and permuting the order of indices
• Element-wise operations
• Contracting indices
• Tensor decompositions (SVD or eigen-decomposition)

• Distributed memory 

• Implementations of symmetries 

• Access to large scale classical computers: NERSC, USQCD, ALCF,..

• Development of software ecosystem and workforce
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Lattice Gauge Theory at  Universities?

• Recent retirements of lattice gauge theorists working at Universities
• Physics Departments are typically not keen to hire in lattice gauge theory
• Senior physicists involved in departmental reviews do not always appreciate the 

crucial contributions of lattice gauge theory to the HEP community
• Problematic to maintain continuity in some important areas (e. g. flavor physics)
• Physics Departments are typically more likely to hire in quantum 

information/computation areas 
• Examples of junior faculty successfully engaged in traditional lattice gauge 

theory and quantum computation
• Funding for Tensor Lattice Field Theory research and related areas could be an 

incentive for departments to  hire lattice gauge theorists



Conclusions
• Tensor networks for HEP and quantum computing : big goals (QCD)  with manageable steps (the 

“Kogut ladder”)
• Interdisciplinary effort, with large input from condensed matter
• Tensor Lattice Field Theory is a generic tool to discretize path integrals:

-- applies to most most lattice models
-- gauge-invariant approach
-- truncations respect symmetries (but their critical effects are subtle) 
-- smooth connection between Lagrangian and Hamiltonian approaches
-- rapidly evolving research area

• Coarse graining: friendly competitor/validator to quantum computing
• Access to large computing facilities is important
• Needs to develops tensor libraries, software and a larger community in US
• Funding for Tensor Lattice Field Theory would help maintaining a lattice gauge theory presence at

Universities
• Thanks for listening!


